What to listen for, how to listen, and how to help: An interpersonal neurobiology perspective on legal client counseling
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Eddy, W. (2003, republished in 2005). High conflict personalities: understanding and resolving their costly disputes. Janis Publications. This is the classic book on understanding and managing high conflict people, and is an excellent place to start for practicing in high conflict work. Also excellent for clients to read. Similar to attachment, hemisphere and client-counseling perspectives described in the Integrative Client Counseling model, Eddy offers a personality based approach to the problems that interfere with client “hearing,” and a very comprehensive set of solutions for managing high conflict cases. Like all other theorists, “bonding,” or connecting, is described as the essential skill. Eddy is an author, speaker and mediator, and worked as a lawyer and MSW counselor. See also: www.highconflictinstitute.com, for free articles and a list of Bill Eddy’s numerous books.

Fitzgerald, F. T. (1999). Curiosity. Annals of Internal Medicine 130, 70-72. Also available online at http://courses.washington.edu/hmed665i/ACP_Curiosity.pdf. Curiosity, “the urge to investigate, to discover * * * converts strangers (the objects of analysis) into people we can empathize with.” Curiosity takes time, but increases patient and doctor satisfaction.

Front, J. (2008) A Quiet Revolution: Therapists Are Learning a New Way to Be with Clients. Psychotherapy Networker, January/February. Online with other mindfulness articles at http://wwwpsychotherapynetworker.org/populartopics/mindfulness. Front references the neuroscience research and articles on mindfulness and the explosion of its use by therapists. He relays his experience in therapy processing the loss of his father and offers a nice summary of the elements and effect of listening. “Again and again, I experienced the moment-to-moment miracle of being both soothed by, and visible to, this unassuming man. Gradually, Dr. Burke's unwavering attunement and empathic attention nourished my own ability to attend to the intensity and nuances of my emotions, and to stay with them long enough to become more patient and sympathetic toward myself.” In my experience this works just as well in the law office. I believe that client-centered legal counseling, Transformative and Narrative mediation theories utilize the same concepts (even if they don’t understand why it works).

Gerber, J., & Wheeler, L. (2009). On Being Rejected: A Meta-Analysis of Experimental Research on Rejection. Perspectives on Psychological Science 4, 468-488. Like the Leary article below, this meta study looks at the robust area of study about rejection. This article interestingly parses the affect of rejection into relationship and control. When rejected, people tend to make efforts to stay in relationship or gain control, which can be positively
with prosocial behavior, or negatively with antisocial behavior, which can be aggressive. Most surprisingly, between relationship and control, this study finds that control is a more important outcome.


Gordon, Thomas. [http://www.gordontraining.com/](http://www.gordontraining.com/). 50 years of listening and respect focused training for conflict resolution, leadership and parenting. Numerous good parenting articles and a leadership blog. (Note: Gordon promotes active listening which differs from Integrative Listening in several respects, such as more focus on manipulation than supporting client autonomy.) See also: Blog post on active listening referencing Carl Rogers, [http://www.gordontraining.com/free-workplace-articles/active-listening/](http://www.gordontraining.com/free-workplace-articles/active-listening/)

Iacoboni, M. (2009). Imitation, empathy, and mirror neurons. *Annual Reviews of Psychology, 60*, 653-670. Mirror neurons are a very recent discovery, and considered highly significant for listening and communicating. When we see people drink water for example, neurons in our own brains that in the area of the brain that directs motor functions “light up”, priming us to take a drink. It is thought that seeing empathy, and careful listening may prime others to do the same through the mirror neuron system (although this has not been proven as the mechanism for empathy priming). (Note: mirror neurons are a popular topic, but still controversial. While they may not exist or function to support feelings like empathy, the idea behind them is solid: that there are resonance circuits in the brain.)

Leary, M.R., Twenge, J.M. & Quinlivan, E. (2006). Interpersonal rejection as a determinant of anger and aggression. *Personality and social psychology review, 10:2*, 111-132. One of my favorite articles for providing a practical and accessible approach to understanding rejection, and offers one of the most functional definitions of “relationship” I have seen. It highlights the danger of not listening. You will have a relationship with everyone involved in the conflict, even opposing or hostile parties. Whatever the relationship, when they subjectively perceive you significantly rejecting them, there is a greatly increased chance they will act aggressively. This may explain things like domestic violence and domestic violence murders. Any rejection, such as terminating the relationship (amorous or professional), must be done with an eye to avoiding rejection.
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